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. solidcore 32.dll anno 2070,. solidcore32.dll anno 2070 downloadQ: "onTopic", "onDecline" and "onRequest" Sorry, it's been a while. I'm trying to change the behavior of an irc:// link with a bot I'm building, but I'm having difficulty with setting the value for :onTopic, :onDecline and :onRequest. I'd like to have it behave the same way as here: How to change the topic of a
comment stream if possible, but no matter what I put for :onTopic, the command is executed instead of overriding whatever is set as default in the TopicSpec. The TopicSpec is looking like this: TopicSpec topicSpec = new TopicSpec("my-channel", "my-id"); topicSpec.setDefaultReplyTo("/notice me"); topicSpec.setDefaultBroadcastTo(new BroadcastChannel("all", "all",
"/party", "all")); topicSpec.setOnTopic("my-command"); The error I'm getting is: There was a problem with the request. java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: unknown topic type: my-command A: I had a similar problem. The answer is simple. "What You're doing is not what We're doing!". Read up on the ircspec.txt file. Q: Plotting multiple lines at once Im trying to plot a 3D
scatter graph with multiple lines at the same time. When I have line1, line2, line3 it works great. I cant get the graph to work when I try to add line4 and line5. I think this is because graph1 = plot is overwriting line3 if thats the problem. This is my code: import pylab as plt import numpy as np from matplotlib import pyplot as plt from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D fig =
plt.figure(figsize=(10,3)) ax = fig.add_subplot(111, projection='3d') x = np.arange(5) y = np.arange(5) z = np.random.random((
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